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Abstract—Advances in technology (e.g. the internet, telecommunication) and political changes (fewer trade barriers and an enlarged European Union, ASEAN, NAFTA and other organizations) have led to develop international competition and expand into new markets. Companies in Thailand, Asia and around the globe are increasingly being pressured on price and for faster time to enter the market. At the same time, new markets are appearing and many companies are looking for changes and shifts in their domestic markets. These factors have enabled the rapid growth for companies and globalizing many different business activities during the product development process from research and development (R&D) to production.

This research will show and clarify methods how to develop global product. Also, it will show how important is a global product impact into Thai Economy development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development in technology (e.g. Internet, telecommunication, speed data connections) and political rearrangements (e.g. fewer trade barriers, development of European Union, growing new unions: ASEAN, NAFTA, African Union, etc.) have led to increased global competition and develop in new markets. “Companies in the World and around the globe are increasingly being pressured on price and for a faster time to market. In the meanwhile new markets are arising and many companies are noticing changes and movements in their main markets.” [1] “These factors have enabled the rapid rise of companies globalizing different business activities across the product development process from research and development (R&D) to production launch.” [1] “Many product development organizations have been in a regular need for finding new strategies that allow them to be more competitive in the international marketplace. The question that this research means to answer is to how to identify a framework that helps companies from Thailand see their position they may engage in the World and the factors that may guide them to generate new global strategies. [10]

“The influences of Globalization have already begun and it has a primary impact on the of product development proceeding through a wide range of industries. A new way has come out whereby organizations and companies are taking advantage of qualified engineering teams spread around the world to enlarge and develop products in a collaborative multinational ways. Great practice in product development (PD) is now speedily migrating from local, cross functional collaboration to a mode of global, worldwide cooperation. For this reason Global Product Development (GPD) represents a major conversion of business, and it implements to a wide range of industries.” [2]

II. GLOBAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

“Global product development is when a company has their product development activities globally allocate. Today many corporations have all elements of the product development process, from R&D to production, globally distracted.”[1] “The goal is to show edge that can help companies address miscellaneous strategic and tactical issues when considering assume of GPD.”[2] “There are two main types of Global Product: 1. High-tech – products with the most advanced technology available, those that incorporate advanced computer electronics, also every day or dated technology. 2. High-touch - high touch products are highly involved with consumer, products that solve a common problem, mostly FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) also cosmopolitan products, some products by popular person.”[19]-[20]

A. Globalization

„The globalization of production is a key development in majority industries and brightening during the previous three decades. New concepts, ideas, approaches and technologies such as e-commerce, genetic algorithms, and neural networks shall be accustomed to the production, industrial environment. It is compromising with many various methods and tools fitting for designing, managing and monitoring processes in the supply chain. The most meaningful terms which describe the challenges for global production management are Virtual Enterprise and Extended Enterprise. Global production management’s implementation requires integration and assimilation of many business processes, which includes organizational and technical attitudes and aspects. [3] The most important subjects chosen for this are:

- Strategic manufacturing issues and design of virtual enterprises;
- Supply chain management;
- Business process engineering;
- Performance measurement and management information;
- Modeling and simulation;
- Advanced scheduling approaches and decision support;
- IT systems to support global production.” [3]

“Globalization is not just only about reduction of costs. It is mostly for leading business development in new markets. Many companies are implementing and assuming global product development strategies to achieve these markets but still carry on using multiple, independent, self-contained systems to lead product development and information about it. [4] „A plenty of producers and product creators are applying to reach global product development scope; one in which coordinated teams rely on digital resources to set up and share product information across the World. This type of way provides companies a higher space to manage the costs of development, the source of talents, and meet the needs of local markets. Well managed global product development can lead and secure the permanent, improved business efficiency and performance/achievements.” [4]

“With new market demands and ever-increasing product complexity, global product development needs a tight settlement within engineering branches to guarantee a quality final product. But the larger the collaboration circle is, the more difficult and error prone the data sharing and process coordination might be. Protecting very sensitive product information means a very real challenge.” [4], [6] “Well done Global Product Development can empower:
- 80% improvement in design and process reuse [4], [6]
- 25% decrease in product development time [5], [6]
- 30%-40% cost savings through higher product commonalities.”[4], [6]

B. Global Strategy

“Global Strategy” is a shortened definition that covers three areas: global, multinational and international strategies. Indeed, these three areas relate to those strategies designed to allow a company to reach its objective of multinational growth.” [7]

“In developing ‘global strategy’, it is useful to tell apart between three forms of international expansion that emerge from a company’s resources, abilities and actual international position. If the organization is still primarily concentrated on its domestic markets, then its strategies outside its domestic markets might be seen as international. For example, a dairy company may sell some of its excess milk and cheese supplies outside its home country, but its main strategic focus is put on its domestic market.” [7]

“Implications of the three definitions within global strategy:
- International strategy: the organization’s objectives relate primarily to the home market. However, we have some objectives with regard to overseas activity and therefore need an international strategy. Importantly, the competitive advantage – important in strategy development – is developed mainly for the home market.” [7]

- “Multinational strategy: the organization is involved in a number of markets beyond its home country. But it needs distinctive strategies for each of these markets because customer demand and, perhaps competition, are different in each country. Importantly, competitive advantage is determined separately for each country.” [7]

- “Global strategy: the company treats the world as huge, one market and one source of supply with little local modifications and variations. Importantly, competitive advantage is developed mostly on worldwide principles.” [7]

C. Global Marketing

“Both international and global marketing are co-working with doing business in foreign markets. In the case of international marketing, it assumes that foreign markets differentiate with respect to market segments and needs, in terms of the organization of the activities of international marketing, etc. The task is therefore to adapt the product off abroad to the needs of each market. [7] The global marketing comes from different assumptions: consumers around the world have some of the same needs; therefore, there is a product that in all conditions and in every market can be sold, as it meets the same needs everywhere. Such a product is called a product of the world, worldwide product (for ex. Coca-Cola) or global. [7] Input each company to foreign markets is a complex process, usually has an evolutionary character. The main steps in this process are:

- environmental assessment of international marketing (from an economic, law and political and cultural point of view) [7]
- decisions on sales to foreign countries (product, quantity, method of sale, selection of partners)
- selection of markets (size, level and distribution of income buyers, transaction costs, competitive advantages, the level of risk) [7]
- choice of how to penetrate the market (export, directly or indirectly, the strategy conjunction with the company for foreign direct investment strategy) [7]
- decision on the choice of the marketing program - in the field of product, price, promotion and place[7]
- decisions concerning the marketing organization”[7]

D. Benefits of a Global Strategy

“The business case for reaching a global strategy is based on one or more of the factors shown below:

- „Economies of scope: the cost savings improved by a group when it shares activities or transfers capabilities and competencies from one part of the group to another – for example, a biotechnology sales team sells more than one product from the total range.” [7]
- „Economies of scale: the extra cost savings that take place when higher capacity production makes unit costs to be decreased – for example, an Arcelor Mittal steel mill that transfers lower steel costs per unit as the size of the mill is increased.” [7]
- „Global brand recognition: the benefit that derives from being the owner a brand that is recognized around the world – for example, Apple, Microsoft, Samsung, Boeing, etc.” [7]
- "Global customer satisfaction: international customers whose demand is the same product, service and quality at many different locations around the world – for example, customers of the Sheraton Hotel network look forward to and obtain the same level of service at all its hotels around the world." [7]

- "Lowest labor and other input costs: these emerge by selecting and modifying manufacturers with lower labor costs – for example, computer assembly from imported parts in Thailand and Malaysia where labor wages are lower than in countries making some sophisticated computer parts (such as high-end computer chips) in countries like the USA, Taiwan or Japan." [7]

- "Improvement of research and development (R&D) costs and other development costs across the maximum number of countries – new models, new drugs and other forms of research often quoting to billions of US dollars. The more countries of the world where the goods can be sold mean the greater number of countries that can cooperate to these costs. The good example is Airbus Jumbo A380 launched in 2008, where development costs has exceeded US$ 10 billion." [7]

- "Emergence of new markets: means greater sales from essentially the same products." [7]

E. Cost of a Global Strategy

"Set against these benefits, there are at least six economic costs of international and global strategies, as shown in Fig. 1.

III. GLOBAL PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

"GS1 is one’s of the company which provide Global Product Classification System. To ensure products are classified correctly and uniformly, GDSN uses GS1 Global Product Classification (GPC), a system that gives buyers and sellers a common language for grouping products in the same way, everywhere in the world." [8] "This improves the Global Data Synchronization Network's data accuracy and integrity, speeds up the supply chain's ability to react to consumer needs, and contributes to breaking down language barriers. It also facilitates the reporting process across product silos." [8]

"The official (normative) GPC schema and GPC Browser information is published in Oxford English. Both the schema and the browser information are translated to other languages." [8] "The foundation of GPC is called a "Brick,” GPC bricks define categories of similar products. Using the GPC brick as part of GDSN ensures the correct recognition of the product category across the extended supply chain, from seller to buyer. Bricks can be further characterized by Brick Attributes." [8]
Fig. 3 One GTIN, One Brick. A Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) Can Only Be Assigned To One Brick [8]

Fig. 4 Using Attributes - Bricks Can Be Further Characterized Using Attributes Where Required [8]

Fig. 5 Category Scope - GPC Is Already Available For A Wide Range Of Categories - And Is Growing All The Time [8]

“From July 2005, the GS1 Global Product Classification standard includes:
- Food, Beverage, Tobacco,
- Home Care, Health Care (including over the counter part of (Health Care), Pet Care, Pet Food, Baby Care, Beauty Personal Care and Hygiene,
- Clothing, Footwear, Personal Accessories,
- Cross Category
- General Merchandise (Furniture & Furnishing, Kitchen Merchandise, Musical Instruments, Toys & Games, Stationery, Audio & Visual, Communication, Computing, Printed & Reference Materials, Sports & Well-being, Arts & Crafts, Outdoor & Camping)
- Hardlines
- DIY (Lawn & Garden Supplies; Building Materials, Hardware; Tools & Equipment Hand; Safety & Storage; Electrical Supplies; Plumbing; Heat, Ventilation, Air Conditioning)
- Automotive Aftermarket,
- Home Appliances.” [8]

A. What is the Role of GPC in GDSN?
“Global Product Classification (called also GPC) gives buyers and sellers a common language to group products the same way globally to ensure effective data synchronization in the Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN). GPC enables the following processes:
- Item Registration
- Subscription
- Validation
- Search
- Publication/Subscription Match” [8]

B. Major Stages in New Product Development
There are five basic steps in a new product development process:
The basic steps of the new product development process are listed above as stages that follow each other, but in reality the process is cyclical, not linear. Ideation, Design and Test steps are repeated over and over again, at varying depths of detail and on different subsystems, until the product design is complete.” [13]

According to Ellen van Kleef, the stages of new product development are as shown in Fig. 9.

“Sub-processes are:
1) “Understand Market Opportunities (-60 until -42): Establish cross functional collaboration between Development and Marketing in early development stages to recognize attractive market segments based on market demands and define product line and profile for further scientific investigation. [11]
2) „Develop Market Strategy and Plan (-42 until launch): Manage internal and external situation and positions, investigate and define understood product strategy, then run into market strategies.” [11]
3) „Prepare Market for Launch (-40 until launch): Enlist with key opinion leaders to settle pre-launch market awareness and knowledge and strong support the product before its launch.” [11]
4) „Prepare Manufacturing and Supply (-40 until launch): Assure manufacturing and logistics are ready for on schedule, punctual production and delivery of the product.” [11]
5) „Prepare Commercialization (-36 until 0): Describe commercialization strategy and plan to target the customers as well as ensure promotional materials and ensure that sales forces are ready before launch.” [11]
6) „Execute launch and monitor performance (0 until +6 to +12): Secure on time accomplishment of launch activities according to launch roll-out plan and investigate launch performance.” [11]
7) „Manage Product Life Cycle (-42 ongoing): Establish professional competitive intelligence and define potential strategic options to enlarge and maximize product value during life cycle.” [11]

8) „Manage Product Launch Program (-42 until +6/+12): Assure resource availability, leverage cross-functional teams as well as record critical, the most important milestones and manage review, analysis meetings.” [11]

**D. How to Build a Global Strategy?**

![Image](image1.png)

“Even though China has been catching up these last few years in terms of total wealth, China has a lot more inhabitants than the USA – so China's wealth per head is substantially lower than the USA. These basic comparison types are explored more in depth in the country selection film further. [9] The next step is to identify the company’s resources for international expansion, especially those that have a competitive advantage. For example, maybe the company has special brands or patents which can be used for international expansion. Again, we’ll explore it in a more structured way in a short while. [9] It’s only after this that a company should set its goals for international and global expansion. Some companies may find this surprising – why should a company not begin by setting out what it wants to accomplish internationally? [9] The reason for leaving goal-setting until now is that goals need to be set in a realistic context of what opportunities exist in the market place and what resources the company possesses to expand internationally. To take a simple example, there would be little point for an automobile firm setting goals for a major expansion on the US car market in 2009 when the market is under such pressure. Equally, a small computer service company may simply not have the resources it needs to launch its products globally, no matter how attractive its service might be. It would be better to define more realistic goals.” [9] “Once the goals have been worked out a company can begin to explore which global markets offer the best opportunities: usually called market entry and mode. Simultaneously, it should to think about how to enter these markets – maybe though a product launch, maybe through a joint venture etc... Both aspects are represented by the two circular arrows in the above model. [9] Finally, whatever method of market entry and mode is chosen, the company will want to think about products pricing, products, distribution and a whole array of other factors related to its international goals. This is called product development or service offering and forms the models last part. [9] Importantly, there is an important aspect that missing from the model – learning and innovation. The reason that this has been left out is to avoid making the basic development process unnecessarily complicated. But we will not just ignore these issues. We will deal them at the end.” [9]

**TABLE I**

**The Wealthiest Countries by Gross Domestic Product - Nominal [16]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country/Region</th>
<th>GDP (Millions of US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>16,244,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8,358,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5,960,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3,425,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>2,611,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2,471,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2,254,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2,029,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2,013,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>1,875,213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

**The Wealthiest Countries by Gross Domestic Product - Per Capita [17]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Int$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>98,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>78,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>64,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>54,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>53,431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>53,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>52,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>46,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>43,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>43,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“The five main areas in analyzing international opportunities are:

1) Such as customer demand in broad, main geographical areas: market size, growth and history – including special customers such as big multinationals who are already active as customers in a particular region. These factors include, but go beyond, issues of population and wealth which are identified in the movie.” [9]

2) “Competitors: local and international companies who are already active in the countries markets, their market shares and basic facilities - do they have major competitive advantages? If yes, what are they?” [9]

3) Regional and international infrastructures: what major costs are involved in communicating, transporting and distributing in different parts of the world? [9]

4) Country politics and economic trends: some basic considerations only at this stage, such as economic growth and political risk – too much to analyze in depth at this stage. [9]

5) International trade barriers, tariffs and quotas: are there any major issues here which can support or block the market opportunity?” [9]

E. Global Product Launch Success

“In business, “Going global” is a lot more than just a catch phrase. It is a big challenge with important decisions that every company’s leader should take at some point. And things can get more difficult when it is with startups – because the founders are often without required experience and they are too much enthusiastic.” [12]

“How to bring your product successfully to the rest of the world? “Theodore Moulos is the CEO at i-docs and a member of Metavallon’s Experts network. He is the person who usually see “the dark side of the moon” while launching and growing the products in different markets, as he says “sometimes with great success and sometimes not”. According to his opinion, his insights on what it take to bring a product to a different market (a B2B product in particular); here we have 10 keys useful for launching and growing products globally.” [12]

Key 1: The first 20 sales endeavors will shape your strategy. [12]

Key 2: To identify local competitors, simply ask your customers. [12]

Key 3: To secure target accounts, aim small and forget your local ways. [12]

Key 4: Use sales companies to fire up your leads and market penetration. [12]

Key 5: Maintain a go/no go option in each market and adjust if necessary. [12]

Key 6: Establish a local office, no matter where your team is. [12]

Key 7: Recruit through local headhunters, secure through your own selling. [12]

Key 8: Develop your partners’ network to reinforce your sales. [12]

Key 9: Activating partners is a proactive operation, not an automatic one. [12]

Key 10: Managing partners and sales pipelines [12]

VI. EXAMPLES OF GLOBAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

A. Major Strategies

“In the image below you can see the major stages of developing new products, with thanks to Detra Montoya, Professor of Marketing at the University of Washington.”[15]

She has used this chart in her Marketing 301 course:

Fig. 11 Major Stages in New Product Development [15]

“Note that the general stages of the NPD process shown above are not the general product road mapping process or the Product Management/Product Planning function but specific to one product. The above infers that the overall product strategy and roadmap are already developed and that you're now ready to begin the development of new products with goals/markets/segments, etc. clearly established. In addition, depending on the company, industry, or sometimes even the product, the stages may order differently or parallel instead of sequential. For example, it's better to do a preliminary business analysis before any concept development/testing, and then a more in depth business analysis before development starts.”[15]

“For the Honda R&D (Ohio, USA) and Porsche AG (Stuttgart, Germany) design engineers, their main focus was Product Development. That is, engineering a solution from the final concept (for the Body Design in this case) to make the idea reality.” [15]

Fig. 12 Major Stages In New Product Development [14]
“It is also vital to note here that within the Product Development stage as shown above; there is also concept development and testing which is necessary to ensure that the engineering solutions meet the product's goals and intent. The Concept Development and Testing stage in the figure refer mainly to the different solutions which are available for a specific consumer need or product goal, and testing those different solutions/concepts with the appropriate consumers to reduce the field down to one direction. Some product testing (vs. consumer testing) also takes place (i.e. in the automotive industry, aerodynamic testing would be done on several of the initial clay concepts to narrow the field). Once one of those concepts has been selected for product development, additional concept development and additional tests will take place to finalize the defined product goals. To use another automotive example, mounting internal panels could be carried out through fasteners, plastic tabs, adhesives, etc., which can all be developed and tested in order to find the best method to meet the selected direction concept.”[15]

“The responsibilities are expanded over a broader range of the NPD process as shown below in this brand management role, the primary focus being go-to-market strategies. Also known as GTM” [15]

VII. OVERALL GLOBAL STRATEGIES FOR THAILAND

“Thailand is big enough to be an alluring market by itself and now has the bonus feature of being a channel to Indochina. Big businesses such as: Nestle, Unilever, Toyota, Matsushita, IBM, Procter & Gamble, Reckitt Benckiser, Ford Motor Company came to the country with export strategies and engaged in direct investment strategies subsequently by setting up subsidiaries which are wholly owned or finding local partners to form joint ventures with. Unilever’s and P&G’s direct investments occurred through wholly owned subsidiaries, while Nestle, Toyota and Matsushita used joint ventures which they had created with local companies. However, Nestle subsequently got their hands on their partner’s shares in the joint venture and now it wholly owns Nestle Thailand.” [18]

“Unilever is the oldest and P&G is the youngest in Thailand of the seven above mentioned businesses.” [18]

“Toyota’s success and the successes other Japanese multinational companies in the automobile industry enjoyed can be attributed to them setting up production facilities in Thailand early on. They have well established distribution and service networks, which gives them high degrees of consumer loyalty. Pushed by the of the Yen’s rising worth, and pulled thanks to growing local demand as well as by the liberalized policies and incentives of the Thai government, Japanese producers have increasingly moved car part production facilities to Thailand, and have started expansion plans to further increase its production centers.” [18]

“Automobile companies often follow a strategy of alliances when they come to Thailand. Examples of this are the Auto Alliance Co., Ford Thailand, Mazda and local partners which produce pickup trucks. Fiat combined with to produce the Fiat 178 (Fiat Palio) world car, while Isuzu, Nissan, and Toyota joined up to produce and interchange parts in order to meet the 54% local content requirement currently required for cars which are assembled in Thailand. Partnering with local government companies is particularly important in such regulated industry fields like telecommunications. For example the US company AT&T partnered with Shinawatra.” [18]

“A typical CPG brand manager will own one maybe two products through the entire product life cycle (from ideate to end-of-life aka EOL). At Microsoft, products get handed off depending on the stage of the product life cycle it is in. Product Managers and Product Planners concentrate on the front end, ideate to product development. Product Marketers will concentrate on the commercialization and go-to-market strategies (GTM) once the product is completely defined. The skills needed to ideate a new product can be quite different from the skills needed of taking a pre-defined product to market, so this makes it possible Product Managers and Marketers to leverage these skills across a broader range of products.”[15]
blanks the market with a wide range of brands in four main divisions, with subcategories in each brand in pursuit of market shares. It has also shown its corporate citizenship by being one of the first companies to include an environmental conservation strategy in their product strategy. P&G Thailand follows the “megabrands” approach, six categories with eight major brands. Additional modifications for consumer products vary by product type and Thai Food and Drug Administration regulations. For example, the steering wheel for cars is on the right, electric voltage is 220V, and when it comes to beauty product important aspects, due to the climate, are moisturizing and protections against UV radiation.” [18]

“IBM follows a regional product strategy integrated by way of Singapore. Thailand is used as a destination for a limited number of advanced technologies and design configurations. Toyota markets its globally standardized world cars in Thailand, but it also produces in Thailand and in late 1996 it launched, an Asian car. Meant for the markets of the southeast Asia region” [18]

“No one has a higher degree of regional integration for value added activities than Toyota. A relatively developed backward linkage to the Thai automobile industry has allowed Toyota to pursue a successful vertical integration strategy. Toyota extensively uses the BBC scheme set up in ASEAN. As the illustrated figure below shows, Toyota produces stamped parts, diesel engines and electrical equipment in Thailand and ships them across the region in exchange for car parts and other parts.” [18]

Fig. 15 Toyota’s Logistics under the BBC Scheme [18]

VIII. ADVICES FOR THAI COMPANIES WHO ARE INTERESTED TO GROW PRODUCTS GLOBALLY

“As we see above there are many various ways to develop global product. But there are some milestones which should be followed.

Firstly, use some basic international data to analyze different countries. Important is to analyze the economic growth and potential of the countries. It is easier run new product in the country where the economy maybe is not well developed, but it is rising fast. The advantage of it is that we can take place in the market quicker, and being recognized longer – being ready for higher expansion when market is grown.

Secondly, to identify the company’s resources for international expansion, especially those which have competitive advantage.

Thirdly, the company should set international and global objectives. Some companies might find this surprising.

Then, while having defined its objectives, a company can begin to explore which markets around the world represent the best opportunities – comparing with the potential market’s growth.

At the same time it is needed to think about how it enters such markets – perhaps a product launch, a joint venture etc.

Finally, important is to think about pricing, products, distribution and a whole range of other factors related to its international objectives. This is called developing the product or service offering and forms the last parts of the model.” [9]
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